MEDMARINE SCHOLARSHIP BYLAWS :
Purpose & Scope:
This Bylaws aims to give information regarding who can qualify for scholarships for
schools ( public-elementary-secondary and university ) that are registered under the
Ministry of Education
who surely has academic success but can not afford to pay for their academic tuition as
well as the conditions when the scholarship can be terminated.
Evaluation of the application:
- In order to qualify for the scholarship ; the student must fill in the form enclosed Annex 1
‘ evidence to Show his & his family’s financial status’ .
The students who wish to benefit from getting a scholarship must prove that their financial
status is inadequate. Each applicant and their family must precisely show their financial status.
Granting scholarships / The duration of the scholarship and Terminating the same :
Scholarship is given to the student for the duration of their educational programme as long as
it continues and as long as there is no reason to terminate the same.
The continuance of the scholarship is dependant on the success of the student .
If the student is successful , the scholarship simply continues , if not; the scholarship will be
terminated . We will ask the students who we grant scholarship to provide us their grades by
end of September each year.
- In order for scholarship to continue ;the student must be succesful for the 6 years or he/she
does not have any failed grades during the first semester .
The grading system here refers to the following ;
The general grade average since the beginning of academic calender must be CB or minimum 2
out of 4 , or minimum 70 out of 100 and therefore is elligible to continue to next academic
year.
The scholarships will be terminated once the students leave the school they ve been granted a
scholarship from.
Once the student documents that they are returning to school, the scholarship can be granted
again.
If the students prefer to change schools and register to another school, once they show their
previous grades , the scholarship will be regranted .
The undergrad students at their third year who are granted scholarships will be continued to
be granted for the same on the condition that they will not take a break from their education .
The scholarships will be terminated if/when the students no longer wishes to proceed .
The scholarships will be terminated if / when there is an allegation of a crime or if there is a
crime in which they are involved . If there is a decision being made regarding a crime that
involves the student , the student must immediately inform us . Failing to do such , We will
ask for the amount paid for the scholarship along with the legal interest from the student.

- The scholarships will be terminated in the event the student individually and /or collectively
is involved with any kind of terror/ anarchy , freedom of infringing ( resistance, boycott,
shouting slogans ) where they reside or outside where they reside . Scholarships will be
terminated in case students who own or attempt to use any of the following ; explosives , sharp
knives, firearms including but not limited to any of the sort of these weapones. In case there is
a conviction made regarding the student , the Student must immediately inform us . Failing to
do such , We will ask for the amount paid for the scholarship along with the legal interest from
the student.
In case there is wrong/ misled information regarding the student and if it is proven , We have
the right to terminate the scholarship .Once that is done, we have the right to recall the
scholarship along with the legal interest .

Students who will not be granted Scholarship :
Students who are receiving scholarships from public institutions and/or organizations,
Students who are currently working and who are on a payroll ,
If the time applied for a scholarship and time to register for the academic year have 1 year gap
in between ,
Students who are on additional academic year .
Announcement of Scholarships and payment :
- Scholarship student quota will be determined each year by the Board of Directors and will be
announced on our website.
- Students who will be granted scholarships will be determined by the commission's decision
in house.
- The monthly scholarship amount and the amount of the monthly allowance which will be
given once a year will be announced every year.
According to the 2016-2017 year, the primary school students will be granted 200 TL, high
school students will be granted 250 TL and the undergraduate and postgraduate students will
be granted 350 TL per month .
A supplementary allowance will be paid to the students to cover their other expenses regarding
their education for once at the beginning of each calender year.

